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Defrost & Cleaning

Cabinets have an automatic defrost which is timed to melt frost for a 10 minute period

twice in 24 hours. This will remove most of the frost which could build up during 24 hours,

but not all, as in times or places that are very humid extra frost will develop.  

Please note the auto defrost is short so will not affect the product.

A manual defrost overnight at least once a week will keep frost levels down to a 

minimum whilst also allowing for a good cleaning regime. To start a manual defrost

remove all product and basketry and also remove the rear basket shelf and the bottom

trays. Turn the cabinet off at the supply switch and leave the cabinet overnight 

to defrost.

The following morning clean the cabinet whilst paying careful attention to the sensing

probes which are located behind the rear basketry shelf, these can be knocked out of

their mounting clips when cleaning. Use a proprietary sanitiser to wipe all exposed 

surfaces and then dry with a clean dry cloth to ensure that no moisture remains.  

Keeping the blind down when not serving is very important, as when the blind is up cool

air could be displaced by warm air, which will cause extra frost to develop.

In turn it would require an extra manual defrost to remove this frost. A good indicator of a

cabinet requiring an extra manual defrost would be to check the front air vent for air flow

with the back of your hand, you should feel cool air - if not the cabinet may need a

defrost.

Rear basketry shelf 

Front air Vent

Millennium scooping cabinets require a few basic 

steps to ensure that they work at optimum level.



  

The ventilation is good.

The blind has not been left up for long periods.

The ambient (surrounding) temperature is not over 30
o
C. 

Could other equipment such as Slush machines, which could give off extra heat, be nearby?

Is there an overhead air-conditioning cassette which could bow air into the unit nearby? If so can it be adjusted to blow elsewhere?

If you are using Cloud collars are they flat and lined up correctly?

Are all the middle and end spacers in the correct position?

Are all product pots in position in the display even if not full?

Are the sensing probes still in position behind the rear air vent?  

If none of the above appears to be the issue then a temperature adjustmentof the cabinet may be needed. Remember to adjust the temperature by nomore than two degrees at a time and leaving for 2 hours before checking,further adjustments can then be made if required. To adjust thetemperature:

1. Press the SET button on the controller the word SET should show in the controller window.

2. Press the SET button again you should now see the temperature which is already programmed in.

3. Press the UP or Down arrows to program a new temperature. Then press the FNC button to return to the actual temperature screen. (note only adjust by 1-2 
o
C at a time then check again after two hours to see if more adjustment is required). 

Temperatures 
There may be several reasons why temperature could be affected, not all would requirean adjustment.  

First check the list below:
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Controller display
Your cabinet may be in or recovering from an automatic defrost and may show an
incorrect temperature. If you see a large difference in temperature on the cabinet
controller display, use your thermometer probe dipped into the product to determine if
the ice cream is of correct temperature. If it is correct then wait for 2 hours and check
the controller again to see if the temperature is close to that of the probe.

Extra defrost

If you need to defrost a cabinet at short notice, eg. blind left up accidentally causing too

much frost, it is possible to start a short defrost (approx 10 minutes) by pressing and

holding in the UP arrow.

Cloud Collars
Cloud collars will not cause issues with the cabinet as long as:

A. They remain correctly interlocked and flat against the product pots.

B. There are no other issues as listed in the checklist on the previous page.

If other issues are identified try to remedy them, or contact ourselves for advice before
removing the collars, as although removing the collars appears to cure the issue, it very
often has not removed the root source of the problem and it would generally cause
further issues later.

Should you require any further advice that is not
covered in this leaflet, call our Customer Service
Department on 0845 127 2527


